
13-Dec-2017
PCN #:P-17-015199

Subject:AMPMODU Short Point Contacts

Description of Change: Manufacturing location change. For any orders for
an end customer location that is in North America, for the following part
numbers, the manufacturing location will change from our TE plant in
Suzhou, China to our TE plant in Hermosillo, Mexico. This change only
affects orders for an end customer location that is in North America.

Reason: Manufacturing location change. In an effort to aid in responding to
customer requests by reducing the lead-time for these contacts, any orders for
an end customer location that is in North America, for the following part
numbers, the manufacturing location will change from our TE plant in
Suzhou, China to our TE plant in Hermosillo, Mexico. Any orders from
Europe or Asia Pacific will still be produced at our TE plant in Suzhou,
China. There is no transfer of tooling with this location change. We will be
utilizing a sister die, that makes the same parts, in our TE plant in Hermosillo,
Mexico. All procedures and practices that are followed for any other tool
move will be followed for this change. A TE-internal release test based on the
relevant part specifications will be executed before delivery. Upon request, a
PPAP Level 1 or Level 2 will be available.

Impact of Change:Manufacturing location change

Key Dates:
Contact By Date:31-Mar-2018
Implementation Date:31-Mar-2018

Product AffectedProduct AffectedProduct AffectedProduct Affected
1-104481-7
1-104479-6
104479-9
1-104479-2



Product AffectedProduct AffectedProduct AffectedProduct Affected
1-104481-3
1-104480-8
1-104480-3
1-104480-6
1-104481-1
104480-8
104480-3
(Alias Part Numbers:
"AMP-0-0104480-3"
"F05673-000")



The dates on the product change notification (PCN) are best estimate dates
determined at the time of issuance. Actual implementation dates may vary
from such dates.

The change described in the PCN can be withdrawn, without notice, for any
or all of the products identified on the PCN.

TE Connectivity corporate policy is for PCNs to be valid for 60 days and
obsolescence notices to be valid for 180 days after date of issue.

For confirmation or additional information on the change, please contact the
TE Connectivity Product Information Center at 800-522-6752 or your TE
Connectivity Sales Representative.
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